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About this C-MORE Outreach Box 
 
 
This outreach box was created by the C-MORE education office to facilitate outreach at all C-
MORE partner institutions.   Funding was provided by NSF-OIA Award #EF-0424599.  Some of 
these activities are drawn from the C-MORE science kits; others are from the Ocean FEST 
program of family science nights.  All are easy-to-implement activities that are "big hits" with 
kids of all ages.  For more information, please visit the C-MORE education website: 
http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/education.htm 
 
Supplies are provided for all activities except the Make-a-Microbe activity.  Should any supplies 
need replenishing, or to request funds to purchase supplies for the Make-a-Microbe activity, 
please contact us.  We hope you enjoy this outreach box, and would love to hear your feedback 
and answer any questions!   
 

 
Barbara Bruno Michelle Hsia 
barb@hawaii.edu mhhsia@hawaii.edu 
808 956-0901 808 956-3715 
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Penny Plop 

Introduction 

Just how strong is the surface tension of water?  How many drops of 
water can fit on a penny?  In this activity, students engage in the 
scientific process as they make and test hypotheses, compare 
results and draw conclusions.  This activity can be completed in a 
couple of minutes. 
 
Materials 

Cup Penny 

Plastic pipette Small dish or paper towel 

Water Data sheet (if doing activity in classroom situation) 

 
Experimental Procedures 

1. Fill the cup half-way with water.  Place a penny onto a small dish or paper towel.  Ask a student 
to make a hypothesis: How many drops of water will fit on the penny? 

2. Have the student use the pipette to drop water onto the penny, counting each drop.  The 
student should stop when the water overspills (and should not count the last drop).   

3. Have the student compare the result with the hypothesis.  Explain that the point of this 
comparison is to see if we learned anything (it's not important to be "right"). 

4. If time permits, the student should perform replicate trials.  If the setting permits, the student 
can compare his/her result with others and think about why the answers may vary (see data 
sheet).  

 
Explanation 
When water is gently dropped onto a flat surface like a penny, it stays together, forming a small drop.  
This is due to surface tension, which results from water molecules being attracted to one another.  As 
you drop more and more water on the penny, the water will form a dome shape with a curved upper 
surface.  Eventually, however, the dome becomes too big, and the surface tension can’t hold the dome 
together.  The water then spills off the penny’s surface.   
 
There are many reasons why the maximum number of drops of water a penny can hold may vary.    
Some pennies might be old and rough, and others shiny and new.  If multiple students were able to 
participate in the experiment, some students may have squeezed out bigger drops, or held their dropper 
at a greater height.  Some may have used the “head” side of the coin, others the “tail” side.  Encourage 
the students to design an experiment to test whether any of these factors would affect their results. The 
actual number that each student counted is not as important as the scientific process: hypothesis 
development and testing, making accurate measurements, discussing the results and drawing 
conclusions.  
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 SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION: Discover, 
invent, and investigate using the skills 
necessary to engage in the scientific process 
 

How many drops of water can you put on a penny before it runs off? 
 

Hypothesis:   

 
Procedure: 

1. Place the penny in a small dish or on a paper towel. 
2. Using the plastic pipette (medicine dropper), put as many drops 

of water as you can on the penny 
3. Count the number of drops; subtract one drop when the water 

runs off 
 

Trial    Number of Drops       

1 

2 

Average 

 

Ask 3 other students how many drops they put on the penny: 

Student #1 

Student #2 

Student #3 

Average of 3 students 

 

Was the number of drops you put on the penny the same number as the 
other students?  Yes   No 
 
 

If not, list three reasons why they might not be the same: 

1. 

2. 

3.  

 

 
Does it matter which side of the penny you used? 
 
Which side of the penny did you use the first time?   Heads    Tails 
 
Repeat the experiment but this time use, the other side of the coin. 
 

Hypothesis:    

 

Trial    Number of Drops   

1 

2 

Average 

 

Were the number of drops you put on this side of the penny the same 
number as you got using the other side of the penny?  Yes  No 
 

If not, list three reasons why they might not be the same: 

1. 

2. 

3.  

 
Which of the following did you apply in your investigation? 
(Circle all that you used) 
 
Posed a question 

Made a prediction (hypothesis) 

Designed and conducted a simple investigation 

Collected data 

Analyzed the data 

Identified variables (factors which could affect outcome/results) 

Made a conclusion 

Asked another question for further investigation: what is the question? 
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Cartesian Diver in a Bottle 

 
Introduction 
Density is the ratio of an object’s mass to its volume.  In other words, a dense object is heavy for its size.  
Water has a density of 1 gram per milliliter (1 g/ml).  Objects that are less dense than 1 g/ml float in 
water, while denser objects sink.  A Cartesian diver is an object whose density changes with pressure.  A 
Cartesian diver floats in water at atmospheric pressure, and sinks when the pressure is increased.  This 
activity can be completed in a couple of minutes. 
 
Materials 

Soda bottle filled to the very top with water 
(water bottles are okay, but don’t work as well) 

Cartesian diver 

 
Experimental Procedures 

1. Place the diver (weight-side down) in a water-filled soda bottle.  The diver will float. 

2. Squeeze the soda bottle.  The diver will sink. 

3. Release the bottle and the diver will float again. 

 
 
 
Explanation 
At atmospheric pressure, the density of the Cartesian diver is approximately 0.8 g/ml, so it floats in 
water (because 0.8g/ml is less than 1g/ml).  However, the Cartesian diver contains air.  When you 
squeeze the bottle containing the diver, the air inside the diver gets compressed (you can see this if you 
look closely as you squeeze the bottle).  This compression causes the diver to become more dense (say, 
1.2 g/ml).  Since the diver’s density is now greater than 1g/ml, it sinks.   Releasing the bottle returns the 
diver to its original density, so it floats again. 
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Air and Ocean Pressure 
 
Introduction 
In this experiment, you reduce the air pressure in a small bell jar to simulate a vacuum, causing the 
object inside to expand.  This simple demonstration clearly shows how much pressure is exerted by a 
small amount of air.  Imagine the pressure exerted by the entire ocean!  This demonstration can be 
done in several minutes, but kids will enjoy experimenting for much longer.  
 
Materials 

Bell jar (top and bottom) Photo of Styrofoam cups 

Syringe  Marshmallow  

Tubing  Knotted Balloon 

Case of 2 Styrofoam cups (1 large, 1 small) Shaving Cream (optional, not provided)  

 
Experimental Procedure 

1. Insert the perpendicular end of the tubing into the syringe and then screw the long end of the 
tubing to the top of the bell jar (pictured below, left). 

2. Place a marshmallow inside the bell jar. 

3. Have a volunteer hold the bell jar closed as you pump out the air using the syringe (being careful 
not to obscure the view).  The bottom of the bell jar will stick to the top when the air is pumped 
out.  The marshmallow will expand (pictured below, right). 

4. Return air to the vacuum by unscrewing the tubing from the top of the bell jar.  Do not yank the 
tubing off the bell jar as this will break the tubing.  The marshmallow will shrink. 

5. Repeat experiment with balloon and/or shaving cream, if desired. 

6. Relate this to the oceans:  If the small amount of air in the bell jar can have such noticeable 
effects, ask the students to imagine the effect of the vast oceans.  What would happen to your 
body as you dive deep into the ocean and the pressure of the ocean pushes down on you?  
Show them the photo of Styrofoam cups (next page) and/or the case of two cups (one of which 
went into the deep ocean).    

 
  

Explanation & Discussion 
In the bell jar, there is air both inside and outside of the marshmallow.  At first, you’re pumping out the 
"outside" air surrounding the marshmallow.  This reduces the "outside" air pressure and allows the 
marshmallow to expand.  At some point, you run out of "outside" air and you start to pump out the air 
inside the marshmallow.   The marshmallow then stops growing and even shrinks a little.  When you 
unscrew the syringe, air rushes back into the vacuum and presses down on the marshmallow.  This 
causes the marshmallow to shrink substantially, even smaller than its original size (because you pumped 
out some of the "inside" air). 
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These five Styrofoam cups were all originally the same size.  Each cup was attached to an instrument and taken down to a 

different depth in the ocean.  The depths are given in meters (m) in the figure above.  The first cup remained on the boat, 

so its depth is recorded as 0 meters.  Notice that the cups that got taken to greater depths are smaller (they got crushed 

more).  This is because the ocean’s pressure increases with depth, something that every scuba diver needs to remember! 
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Knot Tying 

 
Introduction 
Knot-tying is an important skill, especially for anyone considering a marine career.  We have included 
instructions for two knots: figure 8 and bowline.  This activity can be completed in about 5-10 minutes. 
 
Materials 

Rope Scissors  

Knot-tying instructions Pre-tied figure 8 and bowline knots 

Secchi disc Ruler  

Masking tape or lighter (to prevent fraying)  

 
Advanced Preparation 

1. Cut 24" lengths of rope (one per participant).  To prevent fraying, wrap the rope with a piece of 
masking tape at 24" intervals before cutting, and then cut in the middle of the masking tape.  
Alternatively, burn the ends of the rope to prevent fraying.   

 
Instructional Procedures 

1. Demonstrate a figure 8 knot and a bowline knot (see knot tying instructions). 

2. Explain how these knots are used. 

a. The figure 8 knot is a good stop knot.  For example, it is tied at the bottom of a secchi 
disc.  This is a good opportunity to explain that a secchi disc is used to measure water 
clarity. The clearer the water, the deeper the disc can go down into the water column 
while still remaining visible.   

b. The bowline knot is a versatile knot.  For example, it can be used to safely secure 
oceanography equipment on a ship, or to secure a line for rock climbing. 

3. Assist the students as they tie their own knots. 
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Figure 8

1. Make a loop at one end of the line 
leaving at least a few inches of rope 
at the end following the loop.

2. Wrap the short end over the main 
line.

3. Pull the end under the loop.

5. Tighten the knot by pulling on both 
ends.

4. Pull the end through the loop. A Figure 8 knot is used on the bottom of 
the secchi disk as a stop knot.8



Name: Heather Spalding

Knot: Figure 8

Career: Phycologist (a person who studies algae – I study seaweed!)

Education: College (4 years), Masters (2 years), PhD (5 years)

Use of knot in career: I tie a Figure 8 knot at the bottom of my secchi disc.  A 

secchi (pronounced SEK-ee) disc is a black and white reflector attached to a rope.  I slowly 
lower the secchi disc down through the water, and the depth at which it disappears (where I 
can’t see it anymore) is called the “secchi depth”.  If the water is dirty (or turbid),  then the 
secchi depth is shallow.  If the water is clear, then the secchi depth is deep.  The secchi depth 
is handy for comparing water clarity at different locations.  And I REALLY don’t want to lose 
my secchi disc in the ocean, so I tie a figure 8 knot to make sure it stays attached to my rope. 

Heather lowers the secchi disk into the water.
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Bowline

1. Make a loop toward the end of the 
rope. 

2. Pull the end through the loop from 
underneath.

3. Pull the rope under the main line.

4. Pull the end through the small loop 
from above the main line.

5. Tighten the knot while making the 
loop the size you need.

A bowline knot is used onboard ship to 
secure equipment to the deck.
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Name: Karin Björkman

Knot: Bowline

Career: Microbial Oceanographer (a person who studies microbes!)

Education: College (4 years), Masters (2 years), PhD (5 years)

Use of knot in career: I am scientist with the Hawai‘i Ocean Time-series, and I study 

microorganisms in the open ocean.  I go on research cruises to collect my samples.  The bowline is one 
of the most functional knots – I use this knot everyday when I am at sea.  I use it to safely secure my 
sampling equipment, such as a CTD (Conductivity, Temperature, Depth recorder), to the ship.  There are 
bottles mounted on the CTD that allow me to collect water samples at any depth in the ocean.  To study 
the microbial biomass at each depth, I measure the amount of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in each 
water sample.  This method works well because all living organisms contain ATP, which is used to 
transport chemical energy within cells.  From my research, I have found that most living microbial 
organisms can be found in the upper 200 meters (660 feet) of the ocean.

Karin processes samples in the shipboard 
laboratory.

Bringing a CTD water sampler back on 
deck.
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What Microbe Are You?  
 
Introduction  
This “personality quiz” matches the quiz-taker with the microbe that s/he most closely resembles.  In 
the process, students learn about the diversity of marine microbes and (hopefully) begin to understand 
that most marine microbes are beneficial.   This quiz is also available online at two different reading 
levels and in three languages (English, Spanish, German) – If a computer is available, please visit 
http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/education/kidskorner/index.htm.  In the elementary version, the 
microbes are given fun code names to substitute for the difficult pronunciation of the microbes' 
scientific names.   Each student can complete the quiz in a few minutes.  

 
Materials 
10  flipbooks at an elementary school reading level C-MORE brochure on Key Concepts in 

Microbial Oceanography.  10  flipbooks at an intermediate school reading level 

 
Instructional Procedure 

1. Ask the students what they know about microbes (e.g., bacteria).  Are they good or bad? (most 
are good, very few are bad)  Where do they live? (everywhere: in the ocean, the rivers, in the 
soil!)  What do they do? (they form the base of the marine food web, some put oxygen into the 
atmosphere, some can break down dead material) 

2. Explain to them that they will be taking a personality quiz to match their interests to a marine 
microbe. 

3. Students can work in pairs with a flipbook, with one student reading the questions aloud and 
the other answering the questions.  Then they can switch and compare their "microbial 
soulmates". 

4. Discuss the vast diversity of microbes, the different (and in some cases, extreme) environments 
in which microbes live, their various adaptations, and the way scientists, such as those at C-
MORE, classify microbes (see C-MORE brochure). 

 
Clean up 

1. Collect the flipbooks, ensuring that the title page (“What Microbe Are You?”) is on top. 
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Ocean Acidification Straw Experiment 
 

Introduction 
Bromothymol blue (also known as bromothymol sulfone phthalein and BTB) is a chemical indicator for 
weak acids and bases and can be used to demonstrate ocean acidification.  Exhaling through a straw into 
a BTB solution will result in a dramatic color change as carbon dioxide is converted into carbonic acid.  
This demonstration takes about a minute. 
 
Materials 

Bromothymol blue (BTB) in a bottle Clear plastic bottle 

Straw Water 

 
Experimental Procedures 

1. Fill the clear plastic bottle about half-way with water.  

2. Drop enough BTB into the glass to make the water turn a blue color (about twenty drops). 

3. Using the straw, gently blow into the water solution for 30 seconds.  The solution will turn 
yellow.  Do not allow students to blow into the straw unless you are confident that they will 
not mistakenly drink the solution (it is toxic).   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Neutral solution before blowing into straw  Slightly acidic solution after blowing into straw 
 

Explanation & Discussion 
Start by explaining that human activities such as burning fossil fuels put CO2 in the air, and some of this 
excess CO2 dissolves in the ocean where it gets converted to an acid.  This process of "ocean 
acidification" is harmful to many types of marine life, such as corals and calcareous microbes.  Explain 
that this experiment simulates ocean acidification by blowing CO2 into the "ocean", where it gets 
converted to an acid and causes the BTB solution to change color from blue (neutral solution) to yellow 
(mildly acidic solution).   
 
To see how this relates to current C-MORE research, refer to the Station ALOHA Curve. 
 
Clean up  

1. Dispose of the BTB solution down the drain and run the water for approximately 3 minutes and 
rinse the glass.  Wash straw thoroughly.  
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The Other CO2 Problem: Ocean Acidification 

Most people think of global climate change as the “CO2 problem”.  But, when human activities put 
excess CO2 in the atmosphere, this causes another, related problem: ocean acidification (a lowering of 
the ocean’s pH).  Here’s how it works: some of the CO2 gets dissolved in the ocean, where it mixes with 
water (H2O) and forms carbonic acid (H2CO3).  This causes the ocean to become more acidic.  

 
How do we know this? Since October 1988, scientists from the Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) 
program have been making measurements of seawater about once per month at a location north of 
O‘ahu called Station ALOHA.  This allows them to track how variables have changed over time.  The 
graphs below show that the ocean’s CO2 has increased and its pH has decreased since the HOT program 
began collecting data.  For more information: http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/hot/ 
 
The top graph shows that CO2 has increased in both the atmosphere and ocean since 1988. The 
atmospheric data (red dots) were collected from Mauna Loa Observatory under the supervision of 
Charles Keeling; they form the “Keeling Curve”.  Note the annual seasonal cycles, due to varying 
amounts of photosynthesis and respiration, as well as a general increase in CO2 with time.  The oceanic 
data (blue dots) were collected by the HOT program under the supervision of David Karl and are called 
the “Station ALOHA curve”.  The blue line is a “best fit” to the oceanic data.  Like the atmospheric data, 
the oceanic data shows seasonal cycles and a general increase in CO2 since 1988. 
    
The bottom graph shows that the ocean’s pH has decreased during the same time period, indicating that 
the ocean is becoming increasingly acidic with time.  Notice that this lower graph is essentially a mirror 
image of the oceanic CO2 graph.  This makes sense:  the more CO2 that gets dissolved in the ocean, the 
more carbonic acid forms, and the more acidic the ocean becomes.   
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Coral Sand and Vinegar Experiment 

Introduction 
In this experiment, we demonstrate the impacts of ocean acidification by exposing coral sand to vinegar, 
a mild acid.  This experiment can be completed in a few minutes.  
 
Materials 

Small dish Plastic Dropper 

Bottle of vinegar Coral sand 

Magnifying glass Paper towel 

 
Advance Preparation 

1. Place a pinch (dime size amount) of coral sand in the dish. 

2. Drop ~15-25 drops of vinegar on the sand. Add enough drops of vinegar to cover all the sand. 

3. Using a magnifying glass, observe what happens to the sand after the addition of vinegar. 

   

  
Explanation  
Coral sand is made of calcium carbonate, and it dissolves in acid. As the coral sand dissolves, it produces 
carbon dioxide (CO2) bubbles.  Similarly, the calcium carbonate shells of marine organisms will dissolve 
in an acidic ocean.  This is a big concern, as our ocean is becoming more acidic as a result of 
anthropogenic climate change (see Ocean Acidification Straw Experiment).  Keep in mind that the ocean 
isn’t expected to get nearly as acidic as vinegar, so the biological effects of ocean acidification will not 
occur as rapidly as you observe.   
 

To see how this relates to current C-MORE research, refer to the Station ALOHA Curve also used in the 
Ocean Acidification Straw Experiment. 
 
Clean up 

1. Scrape the sand from the dish into a garbage can or waste container before washing it in the 
sink.  Sand will clog the drain of a sink, so make sure the sand is removed before washing!  

2. Allow the dish to dry or dry dish with a paper towel. 
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Ocean Acidification Yeast Experiment 
 
Introduction 
In this experiment, we simulate ocean acidification by activating yeast with warm water and sugar.  The 
CO2 gas produced is directed into two separate chambers: one that contains air and one that contains 
water.  Over about a 20 minute period, we measure both the increase in gaseous CO2 and the decrease 
of the water's pH using electronic probes connected to a data recorder. 
 
Materials 

Data Recorder Water 

CO2 probe 6 sugar packets 

pH probe 2 yeast packets 

Extra pH storage solution Piece of rubber tubing connected to a large white stopper 

2 round 500 ml bottles  Piece of rubber tubing connected to a small black stopper at one  
end and a large white stopper at the other Square 125 ml bottle  

Biochamber Data sheet 

3-minute timer Dry erase marker 

Electric kettle Tissue (not provided) 

 
Advance Preparation 

1. Check that the yeast packets have not past their expiration date; replace as needed. 

2. Make sure the Data Recorder is fully charged before beginning this activity (it takes ~8 hours to 
fully charge).  It is not necessary to calibrate the equipment.  

3. Prepare 500 ml (~16 oz) of hot tap water just before the start of the experiment.  If hot tap 
water isn't available, use the electric kettle to heat water.  Note: boiling water is too hot to 
activate yeast, so it will need to be cooled to ~100°F.   

4. Have 100ml (~4 oz) of room temperature water available for the pH measurements.  
 
pH Set-up: 
5. Fill the square 125ml bottle to the red line with room temperature water.   

6. Remove the pH probe from its storage container by unscrewing the lid and 
then gently pulling the sensor out of the top.  Be careful not to spill the 
storage solution.  Insert the sensor into the square bottle as in the photo 
to the right.  Submerge the tip (blue end) of the probe in the water.  The 
black part of the pH probe must remain dry! 

7. Connect the pH probe to the port labeled CH1 on the back of the 
Data Recorder.  Turn on the Data Recorder by pressing the silver 
button in the upper left corner.  A box should appear on the screen 
labeled CH 1: pH.   

8. The sensor will need to equilibrate before beginning the experiment.  Gently swirl the probe in 
the water for ~3 minutes; during this time the pH should rise.  Watch the readings on the Data 
Recorder, and wait for the pH reading to settle.  The pH reading should be stable for at least 1 
minute before beginning the experiment.  It is very important that the sensor equilibrate, so be 
patient!  The sensor should give a pH of approximately 6–8. The pH of pure water is 7, but tap 
water often contains harmless, dissolved minerals that can affect its pH. 
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CO2 Set-up: 
9. Lay the biochamber bottle on its side, and insert the probe 

horizontally through the bottle top, as in the photo at right. Collect 
the rubber tubing with stoppers at both ends.  Place the small black 
stopper in the hole in the side of the BioChamber.  Make sure the seal 
is tight. The CO2 probe cannot get wet.   

10. Set the CO2 probe to high (switch is at the top of the probe).  Connect the CO2 probe to the port 
labeled CH2 on the back of the Data Recorder.   

11. A box should appear on the screen labeled CH 2: CO2.  Let the sensor equilibrate for a few 
minutes.  The sensor should give a CO2 concentration somewhere between 300–600 ppm 
(higher if the ventilation is poor).  Allow a few minutes for the sensor to produce a stable value. 

 
Instructional and Experimental Procedures 
1. Start by explaining that human activities such as burning fossil fuels put CO2 in the air, and some 

of this excess CO2 dissolves in the ocean where it gets converted to an acid.  This process of 
"ocean acidification" is harmful to many types of marine life.  Explain that this experiment 
simulates ocean acidification.  You will activate yeast to produce CO2, dissolve the CO2 in water 
and measure the acid that forms in the "ocean". 
   

Activating the Yeast: 
2. Fill both round 500 ml bottles up to the white line with water that is hot to the touch. 

3. To each bottle, add 3 packets of sugar, and then add 1 packet of yeast.  Stir by swirling the 
bottles for 5 seconds (This is the only time you need to stir the solution.  Do not overmix!), 
then QUICKLY insert a white stopper (attached to tubing) into the top of each bottle.  Make sure 
the seal is tight.   

4. Place the loose end of the rubber tubing into the room-temperature water with the pH sensor.  
Ensure it is submerged. 
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Data Collection: 
5. Ask students to make a prediction:  After the yeast is activated, what will 

happen to the pH and CO2 levels over time?  Record the hypothesis on the 
data sheet using the dry erase marker. 

6. Have a student record the initial CO2 and pH readings on the data sheet. 
The values may jump around on the Data Recorder, so watch the range of 
values for 5 seconds, and record the highest value.  

7. Continue to record measurements every 3 minutes.     

8. When the foam reaches the red line on the bottle, stop the experiment by 
removing both stoppers from the bottles.  Do not let the foam pass the 
red line. 

9. To see how this relates to current C-MORE research, refer to the Station ALOHA Curve  (located 
in the Ocean Acidification Straw Experiment section). 

 
Clean up 
1. Unplug the probes from the Data Recorder.   

2. Rinse all bottles.  DO NOT wash the probes.   

3. To store the pH probe, remove the top of the storage bottle, insert the probe through the top, 
and then screw the top back onto the storage bottle.  The tip of the pH probe should be 
immersed in storage solution, but should not touch the bottom of the storage bottle.  The pH 
probe must be stored vertically in the outreach box. 

4. Wipe the data sheet with a damp tissue so that it can be re-used again. 
 

Trouble-shooting 
1. If the yeast doesn't bubble up, it may have been old or got overmixed.  Alternatively, the water 

may have been too hot.  Water should not be so hot as to cause burning.  Try again with a new 
yeast packet and new sugar packets. 

2. If the yeast bubbles up but the CO2 reading doesn't increase, check your seals on the CO2 set-up.  

3. If the yeast bubbles up but the pH isn't decreasing, check your seals on the pH set-up.  Also 
check that the tubing from the yeast bottle is submerged in the water in the square bottle (you 
should see bubbles coming out of the water).  If the pH is increasing, the pH probe may not have 
had sufficient time to equilibrate. 

4. If your data recorder isn't displaying the sensor values, check that the probes are connected 
properly.  Alternatively, the battery may need charging; test this by plugging it in.  
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Set-up of Ocean Acidification Yeast Experiment 
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Ocean Acidification Data Sheet 
 

1. Make a prediction!  After the yeast is activated, what will happen to the pH and CO2 levels over 
time?  Record your hypothesis here: 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Record your data in the table below.   

 

Time 
(minutes) 

pH CO2        
(ppm) 

Observations 

0   
 
 
 

3   
 
 
 

6   
 
 
 

9   
 
 
 

12   
 
 
 

15   
 
 
 

18   
 
 
 

21   
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Phytoplankton 
 
Introduction 
In this pair of activities, students learn about marine phytoplankton.  First, they examine and identify 
various types of marine phytoplankton from photographs taken from compound microscopes.  Included 
is a resource book for students to learn more about how phytoplankton feed the seas.  After seeing a 
range of adaptations for survival in the open ocean, students then design their own phytoplankton with 
creative adaptations.  Allow at least an hour to complete both activities. 
 
Materials 

Phytoplankton slides Black construction paper 

Answer key for slides Pastels 

Phytoplankton ID guide Ocean Sunlight resource book 

 
Instructional Procedures 

Phytoplankton ID 
1. Begin by explaining that phytoplankton are tiny plants that comprise the base of the marine 

food web.  Phytoplankton tend to stay near the surface of the water and close to their food 
source: the sun.  To accomplish this task, they have developed various adaptations to keep them 
afloat, such as a longer body length and the formation of chains.  Phytoplankton must also 
protect themselves from predators – for example, with spines, bristles or hard shells.  Show 
photos of these adaptations from the Phytoplankton ID guide.  

2. Have students examine and identify the phytoplankton depicted on the slides using the 
phytoplankton ID guide.  An answer key is provided.  

 
Design Your Own Phytoplankton  
3. Students are now ready to design their own phytoplankton using black construction paper and 

pastels (examples pictured below).  Have the students use their imaginations to come up with 
creative adaptations that would help their phytoplankton survive.   Examples of creative, 
fantastic adaptations include water wings, bubbles, inner tubes and solar panels.  Using the 
phytoplankton ID guide, students can merge real-life adaptations with imaginary ones to create 
new species of phytoplankton adapted for survival in the ocean. 
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4. Instruct the students to make large images that fill the entire paper, and to press heavily with 

the pastels and fill in their work.   

5. Encourage the students to name their phytoplankton.  The name should consist of an 
imaginative element and a scientific component derived from the phytoplankton ID guide, e.g., 
Thalassiosira tubey.  

6. Students can share their drawings, describe why the selected adaptations are useful to the 
phytoplankton’s survival, and explain the name they chose.  
 

Clean up 
1. Collect the pastels, ID guide, slides, book and answer key. 
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PHYTOPLANKTON SLIDES  
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Slide 1 
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Slide 2 
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Slide 3 
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Slide 4 
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Slide 5 
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Slide 6 
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PHYTOPLANKTON SLIDES  
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Slide 1 
Coscinodiscus 

 
Pleurosigma  

Odontella 
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Slide 2 

Skeletonema 

 
Pleurosigma  
 
Pleurosigma  

Coscinodiscus 

Ditylum 

 
Pleurosigma  
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Slide 3 

Odontella 

Odontella 

Skeletonema 
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Slide 4 

Protoperidinium 
Coscinodiscus 

Rhizosolenia 
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Pleurosigma Slide 5 

Ditylum 

Skeletonema 
Odontella 
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Slide 6 

Thalassionema 

Rhizosolenia 

Coscinodiscus 
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PHYTOPLANKTON ID GUIDE  
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Make A Microbe 
 
Introduction 
The word phytoplankton can be loosely translated as “floating plant.”  Like plants, phytoplankton 
harness the sun’s energy to convert water and carbon dioxide into carbohydrates and oxygen.  This 
process, called photosynthesis, requires phytoplankton to stay relatively near the ocean surface.  
However, staying too close to the surface may expose these tiny plant-like organisms to predators, as 
well as to harmful damage from the sun’s ultraviolet (UV) rays.  In this activity, students create their own 
microbe that sinks slowly through the water column and is protected from predators.  This activity takes 
about 15 minutes. 
 
Materials (not provided) 

1 baggie of craft supplies per student* Large, transparent tub(s), at least 12" in height 

Scissors  Water 

*A sample bag is provided to give you an example of what to include.  It contains a metal weight (dowel 
pin), golf ball, pipe cleaners, straw, beads, Styrofoam pieces and a rubber pencil grip. 
 
Advanced Preparation 

1. Prepare one craft bag per student. 

2. Fill the tub(s) with at least 10" of water  
 
Instructional Procedures 

1. Explain that phytoplankton like to stay close to the surface of the ocean so that they can use the 
sun’s energy to make food, but floating on top can put them at risk of UV rays and predators.   
Explain that phytoplankton have a tremendous diversity of physical characteristics that allow 
them to control their vertical position in the water column and protect against from harmful 
predators.  Show them pictures of phytoplankton (next page) with shells, long spines or bristles, 
and also of plankton forming long chains, spirals, or circles.  For more examples, see the ID guide 
in the Phytoplankton activity.  

2. Using the craft supplies in the bag provided, students create their own phytoplankton following 
these guidelines.  Students do not have to use all the objects in the bag, but must use the metal 
pin (this is the body of the microbe).   The phytoplankton must be protected from predators 
(e.g., insert pin into golf ball, make spines from straws or pipe cleaners).   It should also sink 
slowly through the water column to maximize exposure to sunlight (making it neutrally buoyant 
is often too difficult). 

3. After students create their microbes, they can examine one another's protective adaptations.  
They can also predict which microbes will  

a. float 
b. sink quickly
c. sink slowly 

4. Once all hypotheses are made, have the students drop their microbes into the water-filled 
plastic tub(s).  For microbes that don’t sink slowly, allow students to make appropriate 
adjustments and try again!   Adjustments could involve adding or removing objects, or simply 
changing shapes, as shown below. 
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Phytoplankton Adaptation Pictures 
 

Protective shell 

 
 
Spines/Bristles 

 
 
Long body length 

 
 
Formation of chains 
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Supply Checklist 
 

Please reassemble the kit and the binder exactly as you found it.   
 
Contents of Binder: 
The binder pages are numbered 1-33.  The following pages are laminated hand-outs, and please 
return them to the binder: 

 Penny Plop Data sheet (p. 3) 

 Photo of Styrofoam cups (p. 6) 

 Knot tying instructions for Figure 8 (p.  9) and Bowline (p. 10) 

 Station Aloha Curve (p.13) 

 Picture of Ocean Acidification Yeast Experiment (p. 16) 

 Ocean Acidification Data Sheet (p. 17)  

 Phytoplankton Slides (pp. 19-25), Answer Key for Slides (pp. 26-29), and Phytoplankton 
ID Guide (p. 30) 

 Phytoplankton Adaptations (p. 32) 
 
Penny Plop Supplies: 

 Penny (5) 

 Pipette (5) 

 Dish 

 Cup 
 
Cartesian Diver Supplies: 

 Soda bottle with Cartesian diver  

 Extra Cartesian divers (5) 
 
Air and Ocean Pressure Supplies: 

 2 large Ziploc bags, each containing: 

 Bell jar (top and bottom) 

 Syringe 

 Tubing 

 Balloons 

 Case of Styrofoam cups 

 Marshmallows 
 
Knot Tying Supplies: 

 Ruler 

 Scissors 

 Lighter 

 Tape 

 Pre-tied Figure 8 and Bowline knots 

 Secchi Disc 

 Extra line 
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What Microbe Are You? Supplies: 

 Elementary school level flipbooks (10) 

 Intermediate school level flipbooks (10) 

 Spanish flipbook 

 German flipbook 
 
Ocean Acidification Straw Experiment Supplies: 

 Bromothymol blue in dropper bottle 

 Extra straws 

 Clear plastic bottle 
 
Coral Sand and Vinegar Experiment: 

 Small dish 

 Bottle of vinegar 

 Magnifying glass 

 Plastic dropper 

 Coral sand 
 
Ocean Acidification Yeast Experiment Supplies: 

 Data Recorder (2) 

 CO2 probe (2) 

 pH probe (2) 

 Extra pH storage solution 

 Round 500 ml bottles (2) 

 Square 125 ml bottle  

 Biochamber 

 Rubber tubing connected to a large white stopper 

 Rubber tubing connected to  black and white stoppers 

 30-second timer 

 Electric kettle 

 Extra sugar packets 

 Extra yeast packets 

 Dry erase marker 
 

Phytoplankton Supplies: 

 Black construction paper 

 Pack of pastels (2) 

 Ocean Sunlight resource book 
 
Make a Microbe Supplies: 

 Bag of craft supplies 
 

cmore
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cmore
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